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Wbiteout: AZ notes on 1st draft 

ni: When she sees the family in the kitchen, she responds to the scene, but she does 
t think what a great guy Stanley is to have created this warmth. 

)¥hen she picks up her mother it's an obligation. She doesn't show love for 
er mother. 

y Her relationships with Frank and Carl don't need to be so abrasive. She was 
ith J:'rank for eight years, he can't be a total asshole. She should have a sense of 
umour about him. 

yifoni should feel grief for Michael Ross. They should have had a relationship. 
aybe they had something in common, an enthusiasm for fossils. 

raig: Has he ever had a girlfriend? 
Has he pursued a girl this way before? 
Has he touched a breast? 
What has he learned from other boys, possibly older? 
What did Hugo say to him about love and sex, bearing in mind what a 

omaniser Hugo is? 
What did Olga say? 
Kit's attitude to Sophie needs to be more than merely lustful at the start. (KF 

ut it needs to develop.) 

't: More interior monologues, fantasies, remorse. 

llains: Make the villains more interesting. 
Nigel, Elton and Daisy are characterless. Nothing is going on between them. 
What if Nigel has had, during his previous dealings with Harry Mac, an affair 

sorts with Daisy? What if she wants to resume and he doesn't-but on the other 
d he is worried about offending Harry? (KF: What if Daisy persistently flirts with 

El on as a way of alluring Nigel?) 

Was Nigel behind some famous robbery? 

Has Elton been working for Nigel for a long time? Is he a valued ally? 


Ni el has devised an elaborate means of carrying the virus and keeping it safe, but it 
go terribly wrong, and the danger of its getting out is always present. 


